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Secondary-structure-favored hydrophobic-polar lattice model of protein folding
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Protein folding is studied using a two-dimensional lattice model with the Hamiltonian including both hy-
drophobic interactions and main chain hydrogen bond interactions of amino acids. Since compact conforma-
tions have different designabilities and only highly designable conformations can act as native structural
candidates@H. Li, R. Helling, C. Tang, and N. Wingreen, Science273, 666 ~1996!#, it is shown that hydro-
phobic interaction alone is insufficient to explain the appearance of a high proportion of regular secondary
structures, especiallyb sheets whose content decreases with increasing designability, but interactions of main
chain hydrogen bonds can account for this. Thus the emergence of only a small number of structure types
~folds! among all possible structures can be understood to some extent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The functions of a protein greatly depend on its thre
dimensional~3D! structure@1#. It is believed that the 3D
structure of a protein is determined by the sequence of am
acids in the protein. The native conformation is in a state
minimum free energy@2#. Most native structures of globula
proteins are compact, and more strikingly have a high deg
of order ~the presence of secondary structures, such aa
helices andb sheets!. In the protein databaseSCOP ~struc-
tural classification of proteins! @3#, proteins with known
structures are classified according to their structural and
quential information@4#. The fold, defined by the arrange
ment of the different secondary structures of the protein
the topology of their connections, is an important level
classification. The number of protein sequences is practic
infinite, but, surprisingly, it is predicted that the number
protein folds is only about 1000@5#. It is still not quite clear
why proteins have a large amount of secondary structu
and only a small number of possible folds.

In the early work of Chan and Dill@6#, it was found that
under a two-dimensional~2D! lattice model the average pro
portion of secondary structures is rather high~about 50% to
70%) in a compact conformation. However, later on, an o
lattice model@7# showed that compactness does not cre
enough secondary structures in real proteins, although
content of secondary structures increases with increa
compactness. It is known that in the secondary structure
drogen bonds always exist between the main chains. T
must be important for the stability of the secondary structu
Among the inter-residue interactions in proteins, such as
der Waals interactions, electrostatic interactions, hydrop
bic interactions, and hydrogen bonds, only the formation
hydrogen bonds depends on the special orientation of
interacting groups. In a secondary structure, regular arra
ment of the residues is advantageous for the formation
main chain hydrogen bonds@8#. In the recent work of Chan
et al. @9,10#, it was found that hydrophobic interactions alo
cannot account for the calorimetric two-state picture of p
teins, and helical cooperativity and hydrogen bonding c
cause thermodynamic behaviors closer to experiment.
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cently, Hansmann and Okamoto@11# studied the formation
of ana helix using an all-atom model~except water!. In the
folding process, like the van der Waals energy term, the
drogen bond energy term obviously decreases with decr
ing temperature. This implies that the hydrogen bond is a
a driving force for the formation of secondary structure.

In order to characterize the different compact conform
tions, Li et al. introduced an important concept, thedesign-
ability @12#. The designability of a conformation is defined
the number of amino acid sequences with that conforma
as the native structure. Among the compact conformatio
not all can be used as the native structure of some amino
sequences, i.e., there are some compact conformations
zero designability. There are also a small number of the co
pact conformations with exceedingly high designabili
Only these highly designable structures can be used as n
structure candidates for proteins, and they correspond to
few fold structures in theSCOP database. Under the HP
~hydrophobic-polar! model, to some extent, the appearan
of some highly designable structures is understandable@13#.
However, some characteristics of highly designable con
mations, such as secondary structures, have not yet
fully studied. We are interested in the following question
~i! Do highly designable structures contain more second
structures than less designable ones?~ii ! Are the hydrogen
bonds important for the appearance of secondary structu

II. MODEL AND METHOD

In this paper, the relationship between the designability
a compact conformation and its content of regular second
structures is studied using the 2D square lattice model
order to study the effect of hydrogen bonds in regular s
ondary structures, a sequence-independent energy term o
nating from the hydrogen bonds in regular secondary str
tures is added to the Hamiltonian of the standard HP mo
The present model, taking hydrogen bonds in botha helices
and b sheets into consideration, may be considered as
extension of the ‘‘helical-HP model’’ of Thomas and Di
@14#.

In the 2D square lattice, a polypeptide is simplified as
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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sequence of beads in self-avoiding-walk conformation. S
ondary structures, such asa helices andb sheets, can be
identified by their special patterns in thecontact map@6#. A
chain of lengthN corresponds to anN3N matrix in the
contact map. If the residuesi and j are nearest neighbors i
space and nonadjacent along the chain, we say that there
topological contactbetween them. If there is topologica
contact between thei th and thej th beads, the correspondin
matrix elementC( i , j ) of the contact map is 1, and otherwis
it is 0. Figure 1 shows an example of a compact conform
tion together with its contact map. In the present work, o
a helices andb sheets~parallel and antiparallel! are consid-
ered as regular secondary structures with minimal units c
taining six beads. The case of two neighboring beads in
sequence being close neighbors of two antiparallelb sheets
is treated as a part of theb sheet. For a compact conforma
tion, the proportions ofa helices,b sheets~parallel or anti-
parallel!, and all secondary structures are defined as the n
ber of beads participating in the corresponding structu
divided by the number of beadsN.

The Hamiltonian of a given sequence$s i% now takes the
form

H5(
i , j

Es is j
C~ i , j !1EhbNhb , ~1!

where the first term comes from the hydrophobic inter
tions, and the second term from the hydrogen bond inte
tions within the secondary structures, namely, thesecondary-
structure-favoredterm. Es is j

represents the hydrophob

interaction between residues i ands j , such asEHH , EHP ,
or EPP ~the energies ofH-H, H-P, or P-P interactions!.
C( i , j ) is the element of the contact map as defined abo
Ehb is the average energy of a hydrogen bond andNhb is the
number of hydrogen bonds in a conformation. In regular s
ondary structures~botha helices andb sheets!, it is consid-
ered that there exists a hydrogen bond between any
beads in topological contact.

The hydrophobic interaction parametersEHH , EHP , and
EPP should satisfy the following physical constraints:~i! the
native structures of most globular proteins are compact;~ii !
mostH residues are buried in the core and mostP residues
are exposed on the surface;~iii ! different types of residues

FIG. 1. Compact conformation with lengthN516 and its con-
tact map~filled circle represents 1 and open lattice represents
The specific patterns ofa helix andb sheet are indicated by arrows
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tend to separate from each other. Therefore,EHH , EHP , and
EPP must satisfy the relationsEHH,EHP,EPP,0 and
EPP1EHH,2EHP @12#. On account of constraint~i!, in
what follows, we focus only on the fully compact conform
tions to find the native conformation of a chain. Becau
compact conformations of a given chain have the same n
ber of contacts, the value ofEHH , EHP , or EPP can be
shifted without any change in the result. We setEHH
522.3, EHP521, andEPP50 as in the work of Liet al.
@12# and study the effect of various values ofEhb .

In this paper, we focus our attention on the 2D 636
compact conformations. They are big enough to have a c
surface ratio of 16:20 similar to that of real proteins. T
restriction of the designability calculation to maximally com
pact conformations may induce errors for the standard
model @15#. Because of the limitation of current comput
capacity, it is impossible to include noncompact conform
tions in the calculation. However, if we adopt the ‘‘perturb
homopolymer model’’@16# in our calculation, no error will
be introduced. The perturbed homopolymer model assu
that each monomer is strongly attracted by all other mo
mers, i.e., the contact energies areEs is j

2C and C→`.
Thus all native conformations are maximally compact.

III. RESULTS

All of the 28 728 636 compact conformations unrelate
under rotation, reflection, and reverse-labeling operations
obtained by enumeration. To calculate the designabilities
all compact structures, only a random sampling of the36

sequences was performed. To assure the reliability of
sampling method, two sets of the same number of indep
dent sequences were used to calculate the designabilitie
all compact structures, and the correlation of the results
tested. Finally, the sequence sample includes 28 7283800
522 982 400 sequences~enough to suppress statistical flu
tuations!. In the following results, the designabilities (Ns) of
636 structures refer only to the sequence samples, not to
the 236 sequences. Only sequences with energy differen
between the native conformation and the first excited s
greater than 0.1 are considered in designing the native c
formation.

WhenEhb50, the present model reduces to the model
Li et al. @12#. The average proportion of all secondary stru
tures as a function of the designability is shown in Fig. 2
is nearly a constant, except that it jumps by about 10%
the conformations with the highest designabilities. To s
what happens with increasing designability of the conform
tion, the average proportions ofa helices andb sheets~par-
allel and antiparallel! are also shown in Fig. 2. Surprisingly
when designability is greater than 300, with increasing
signability the proportion ofa helices increases, but the pro
portion of antiparallelb sheets decreases. With designabil
less than 300, proportions of botha helices and antiparalle
b sheets increase with increasing designability, but the ra
of increase are very small. For parallelb sheets, the propor
tion is smaller than those ofa helices and antiparallelb
sheets. The proportion of parallelb sheets decreases wit

).
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increasing designability, and it is nearly a linear function
the logarithm of designability.

If structures with the highest designability are the nat
structures of proteins and compactness is the basic reaso
the appearance of secondary structures, then the amounta
helices in proteins should be nearly four times the amoun
b sheets, a conclusion inconsistent with real fact. The
pearance of large amount of secondary structures in
present model is considered to come from the lattice c
straint@7#. Thus the origin of the large amount of seconda
structures in proteins must be reconsidered.

The average designabilities of structures with the sa
proportion of regular secondary structures is plotted a
function of the proportion of regular secondary structures
Fig. 3~a! together with their standard deviations. It show
that the average designability has some weak dependenc
the proportion of secondary structures, as suggested b
et al. @12#. The average designability of structures witho
any secondary structure is 314, and that of structures w
100% of secondary structures is only 559. All informati
on average designabilities is essentially suppressed by
large standard deviations. Structures with either a large
small amount of regular secondary structures can have
designability. But many structures with a large amount
regular secondary structures have only small designabi
Some of them may even be good models of typical folds
the real protein world~such as the first conformation in th
all-a class and the first conformation in the all-b class
shown in Fig. 5 below, they are good 2D models ofa bundle
andb sandwich folds, respectively!.

When the second term of the Hamiltonian is taken in
account, one finds Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 3~c!. It is surprising that
a small value ofEhb , such as20.01, will greatly change the
designability of many structures. The average designab
of the structures with a high proportion of secondary str
tures obviously overtops the others. AsEhb (,0) decreases
the highly designable structures converge to the struct
with a high proportion of secondary structures, and the
signabilities of structures with small amounts of second
structures decrease. WhenEhb decreases to21.0, all struc-

FIG. 2. Average proportion ofa helices~open squares!, parallel
b sheets~open circles!, antiparallelb sheets~filled circles!, and all
secondary structures~filled squares! as functions of designability
for standard HP model.
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tures with less than 75% secondary structures have zero
signability, i.e., no sequence will select them as the na
structure. The results are understandable: if the conforma
contains a high proportion of regular secondary structures
energy will be lower even if the chain is a homopolyme
thus the conformation will be a deeper trap in conformat
space and there will be more sequences with it as na
conformation.

The number of sequences with nondegenerate na
structures increases with decreasingEhb . Thus the average
designability^Ns&, the number of sequences with nondege
erate native structure divided by the number of comp
structures, increases too. The values are shown in Tab

FIG. 4. Histogram of designabilities withEhb50, 20.1, and
21.0 obtained by random sampling of 22 982 400 sequences.
bin size is^Ns&.

FIG. 3. Average designabilities of 636 compact conformations
with the same proportion of secondary structures as a functio
the proportion of the secondary structures.~a! Ehb50 with standard
deviation.~b! Small uEhbu. ~c! Large uEhbu with semilogarithm co-
ordinates.
5-3
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This is understandable: with decreasingEhb , the native
structure candidates converge to structures with a high
portion of secondary structures, i.e., the native structure
sequence is now selected from a smaller set, and the op
tunity of having degenerate ground states decreases.

With the addition of the secondary-structure-favored a
sequence-independent energy term in the Hamiltonian,
finding of Li et al. @12# becomes clearer. Figure 4 is a hist
gram of designabilities (Ns) of all 636 structures. The bin
sizes for differentEhb are set aŝNs&. With decreasingEhb ,
the designabilities of highly designable structures beco
larger, i.e., the tail of the histogramNs@^Ns& becomes
longer for lowerEhb .

To test how sensitively our result depends on the defi
tion of the hydrogen bonds in secondary structures, we h
repeated the calculation using another definition of the
drogen bonds. Recalling the hydrogen bonds in a reala he-
lix, where a hydrogen bond exists between thei th and the
( i 14)th residues, we consider a second definition of
hydrogen bonds in secondary structures. We suppose
there aren23 hydrogen bonds in ana helix of lengthn with
the definition of hydrogen bonds inb sheets unchanged. Th
results are similar to those using the first definition.

The strength of the hydrogen bond is of the same orde
magnitude as the hydrophobic interaction@17#. Therefore we
focus our attention on the result atEhb521. We find that
only a small number of compact conformations have h
designabilities and all of them have a high proportion
secondary structures. Recalling the classification of pro
structures as folds, we try to classify the highly designa
conformations. Under the first definition of the hydrog
bond, each topological contact in the secondary structur
considered as a hydrogen bond, and the hydrogen-b
induced energy per bead in theb sheets is lower than that i
the a helices. Thus whenEhb521 most of the highly de-
signable structures are composed ofb sheets. The secon
definition of the hydrogen bond agrees more closely with
structure of a real protein, and the hydrogen-bond-indu
energies ina helices are nearly the same as inb sheets. Thus

FIG. 5. Examples of highly designable compact conformatio
under the Hamiltonian withEhb521.0 and the second definition o
hydrogen bonds in secondary structures. They are classified
four classes.
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the highly designable structures can be composed of bota
helices andb sheets. Some examples are shown in Fig.
According to the proportion ofa helices andb sheets and
their connections, the highly designable conformations m
be classified into four classes, alla, all b, a1b, anda/b.
Each class contains several different folds.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the traditional Hamiltonian of the HP model we hav
introduced a sequence-independent secondary-struc
favored energy term originating from the main chain hyd
gen bonds in the secondary structures. It is found that
energy term strongly affects the designabilities of differe
conformations. The innate energy advantage of the struct
with higher proportions of secondary structures makes th
physical attractors@18# and highly designable. Therefore, th
sequence-independent term in the Hamiltonian is decisiv
the explanation of the existence of a large amount of reg
secondary structure in proteins. The possible combinati
of secondary structure elements are limited in compact c
formations; therefore the emergence of only a small num
of structure types~folds! among all possible structures
reasonable. This indicates that the structure-specific inte
tion term in the Hamiltonian plays an important role in th
emergence of protein folds.

As a next step, one may consider different effecti
strengths for the hydrogen bonds ina helices andb sheets.
If we consider a 20-letter amino acid sequence, the effec
strength of the hydrogen bonds ina helices andb sheets
may have different values for different amino acids acco
ing to their different tendencies to forma helices andb
sheets. Since the formation of a hydrogen bond then depe
on the structure of its neighbors, the cooperativity in t
folding process will be strengthened@9,10#. Also, the effects
of hydrogen bonds on the formation ofa helices andb
sheets need further study.
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TABLE I. The percentage of sequences that have a unique
tive structure and the average designabilities^Ns& whenEhb is set
at different values.

Ehb 0.0 20.01 20.02 20.05 20.1 20.2 20.5 21.0
Seq.~%! 36.0 48.4 52.0 57.4 60.7 70.3 77.7 81.
^Ns& 288 387 416 459 486 562 622 648
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